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ABSTRACT
The Conflict of Progressive and Conservative Tendencies in the Film Work of Steranko
by James Romberger

Advisor: Giancarlo Lombardi

This thesis analyzes the work of narrative artist James Steranko on three finished films: the short
AFI film Shadow House, George Lucas and Steven Spielberg’s Raiders of the Lost Ark, and
Bram Stoker's Dracula, directed by Francis Ford Coppola. It demonstrates how Steranko's efforts
on all of these projects are consistent with the overriding concerns of his art, yet it also examines
his conflicting impulses, on the one hand to initiate progressive narrative structure and
visualization, and on the other to support socially conservative, patriarchal values. Steranko is
among the first American comic book auteurs and he takes an uncompromising autonomic stance
in that medium, but nonetheless collaborates effectively with mainstream film directors. He
creates paintings to establish characters, settings and mood and he works out action sequences in
storyboards. Through a close examination of critical and mass media texts, personal interviews
and other materials, this paper identifies the socially problematic areas in the artist’s work and
explores his progressive creative impulse to expose the underlying conflicts of his creative
process. This essay examines valorized colonialist clichés in the successful Raiders of the Lost
Ark and it shows how Steranko's narrative devices in Bram Stoker’s Dracula reinvent tired
horror tropes with transgressive sexuality, but also hold retrograde sexism. In further support of
my discussion, I detail several unfinished projects, including an unproduced film about the
Marquis DeSade with European director Alain Resnais and Coppola's abandoned works,
Pinocchio and Megalopolis. These further illuminate the conceptual flexibility of Steranko's
working process and his ambiguous and disconcerting ethical and aesthetic narrative choices.
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Introduction
The subject of this thesis is the cinematic work of cartoonist, graphic designer and narrative
conceptualist James Steranko. The artist is famed for his seminal work in American comic books
of the 1960s and early 1970s. This essay establishes Steranko's early influences and professional
experiences in various fields such as magic and escape art, before an in-depth consideration of
the importance of his innovative work as a comic book artist. It details his subsequent work in
magazines and graphic design. I also examine the influence of genre media on the artist's many
narrative experiments in comics and book design, which in turn led to his engagement with
Hollywood directors. It shows how as a cartoonist Steranko was able to use his skill set to the
great advantage of filmmakers.
From there my paper analyzes Steranko’s largely unremarked contributions to popular
and avant garde cinema in four sections. The first film section focuses on the low-budget short
film Shadow House along with the short comic book story from which it was adapted from,
Steranko’s award-winning "At the Stroke of Midnight." Steranko did not direct the film, but he
was directly involved with the production and the film is remarkably faithful to his conception.
My second film section deals with his first major feature movie project, an attempt with French
New Wave director Alain Resnais to film a biography of the Marquis De Sade; I detail what I
have been able to find on the record about that never-fully-realized production and what
Steranko told me about it himself. Thirdly, I dissect his involvement with the initial development
phases of the popular feature Raiders of the Lost Ark. I compare the four paintings that Steranko
did for producer George Lucas to establish the character of Indiana Jones, with their respective
actualizations in scenes in the film itself, directed by Steven Spielberg. In the fourth and final
section, I discuss what I consider to be Steranko’s most intensive film efforts so far, those for
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director Francis Ford Coppola on three known projects. These include his significant
involvement with the Oscar-winning Bram Stoker's Dracula, his work towards the abandoned
Pinocchio and his efforts for the as-yet unproduced Megalopolis. I discuss how Steranko's efforts
on all of these projects have been consistent with the overriding concerns of his art, yet also
demonstrate a conflicting impulse: on the one hand, to initiate innovative narrative structures and
visualizations; and on the other hand to support conservative patriarchal values. Through a close
examination of these films and their related critical texts, interviews and other materials, this
thesis demonstrates how they show the conflict in Steranko's work. To support this thesis, I
utilize not only a wide variety of print and internet sources, but also my own written
correspondence and in-person and phone conversations with Steranko and his associates.
Though Steranko’s comics have over the years received considerable attention from the
fan press and popular media, their visual narrative form falls outside of current academic
scholarship about comics. In part because the academics and analysts involved in “Comics
Studies” (which is the current catch-all terms for scholarship about comic books and daily and
Sunday newspaper comic strips, as well as “graphic novels”) tend to be textually-oriented when
discussing a medium that demands equal knowledge and application of visual analysis, the works
of all cartoonists are subject to a general critical failure to address the significance of comics’
visual components. This has left Steranko’s work to languish in a void of incomprehension.
Steranko is historically among the first American auteurs of comic books and graphic
novels. However, his success is in fact based on a limited number of stories published in
disparate periodicals---he produced a dozen or so half-issues of one title, two or three issues each
of others, a few short stories in a few other comic books and two early graphic novels. Yet
despite the compactness of this very finite body of work, he is acclaimed not only for the
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innovative nature of those works, but also for his uncompromising stance for his creative
autonomy. To several generations of emerging cartoonists he has been a role model for fearless
experimentation in the comics form. However, to comic book publishers and editors who prefer
their creative staffs to compliantly produce standard entertainment, he is an artist who has long
been considered to be “difficult.” In his negotiations with publishers, he demands a substantial
compensation for his art and expects a minimum of editorial oversight, which has made it so that
new Steranko covers and graphics are rare. He refuses to undertake any full-blown comics
narrative project without “final cut”, which would give him complete control over the finished
product of his efforts. The result is that he has not done any new comics since the mid-1980s.
Nonetheless, he is occasionally takes commissions to create covers for comic books, and more
often to paint covers for prose books. In his film work, the negative aspect of his professional
reputation that is associated with his comics career seems less present. He is engaged by
directors who grew up with his work and feel influenced by it, and he is able to collaborate
effectively with them and their teams.
A major skillset that cartoonists such as Steranko develop can be described as “worldbuilding.” They are very often called upon to envision and render myriad characters and their
environments, which can encompass a staggering diversity of landscapes, flora & fauna,
architecture, vehicles, fashions, weather atmospherics, etc. All of these are specifically keyed to
the time and location depicted. Cartoonists also have to be able to convey all of the subtleties of
emotion and gesture that their characters are intended to express. As well, in much the same way
that a comic book’s cover can give a sense of the entirety of the interior’s narrative thrust,
cartoonists can encapsulate a wealth of complex information as they synthesize a script’s peak
moments of tension and drama into single-image visualizations in order to solidify the style and
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mood of a production for film directors. Additionally, there is a direct relationship between film
storyboards and the dramatic sequences of emotional or physical action scenes drawn on comic
pages. Steranko’s superior storytelling which embodies a "cinematic" approach to comics
perfectly translates into film conceptualizing and storyboarding.
Though the powerful directors he has worked with are known for their own auteur
visions, Steranko's unique input is also clearly visible in the completed movies. For example,
Steranko set stylistic parameters for Raiders of the Lost Ark and Bram Stoker’s Dracula in their
pre-production phases and inspired and/or articulated key scenes. However, the progressive
nature of Steranko’s narrative and visual impulses are somewhat countered by the objectified
depictions of women in his comics and illustrations and in the magazines he has designed,
written and edited. By his own account, his gender attitudes can also be seen to color his input to
the preproduction meetings with Coppola and his team. In addition, he can be personally
reactionary in his political beliefs by publicly espousing conservative positions. He commented
just after the events of 9/11 against work in comics and film that he saw as irresponsibly
“exacerbating the corruption of America,” claiming that “discord and rebellion weaken us” and
asking his contemporaries to instead “provide strong moral and ethical guidelines, to create
material that inspires positive and productive attitudes” (Comic Book Resources). More recently,
he commented on Twitter against Hillary Clinton and “her criminal associates” and in support of
the NRA and Donald Trump (@iamsteranko, 7 Nov 2016). Right-leaning tendencies are also
visible in his film work to the degree that he was hired specifically to valorize colonialist and
patriarchal tropes in his conceptual designs for Raiders of the Lost Ark, a film which was
massively successful, but greatly dispirited Pauline Kael and inspired other critics to observe that
it regressed Hollywood narrative standards back to pre-1970s levels. Even Bram Stoker’s
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Dracula, which has been seen by some as a progressive version of the vampire mythos, has been
analyzed by others as reflective of a conservative mindset. This paper will explore these
contradictions as manifested in the films themselves and attempt to determine whether their
initiation is due to Steranko’s agency.
____________________________________________

When James Steranko was born in November 5th, 1938 in Reading, Pennsylvania, a child
of Ukrainian immigrants, for his family, "the going was rough. We lived on relief. Clothes were
all hand-me-downs. We were cold poor and hungry poor" (“Breaking Out,” 18). When Steranko
was six, he tested positive for TB. Throughout his school days he was smaller than his
classmates, which inevitably led to him being bullied and subsequently finding inventive
solutions to physical threats. Early on, Steranko loved comic books and strips and he began
teaching himself to draw. He is a natural storyteller who as a teenager loved classic noir films
such as Out of the Past, The Maltese Falcon and Rififi and the works of such directors as Fritz
Lang, Orson Welles and Alfred Hitchcock. His coal-miner father sidelined as a musician and
stage magician and young James learned to use some of his equipment. By the time Steranko
was fifteen in 1954, he was active in gymnastics at his school, he had held summer jobs at
visiting circuses and he had taught himself to master the picking of padlocks and handcuffs. He
could crack of any sort of combination lock. The underage magician got his first taste of fame
when he made the papers at 14 by escaping from restraints placed on him by his local police
force while locked within their jailhouse (Walsh). As his public reputation grew, he performed at
nightclubs, stage shows, banquets, carnivals and on TV spots. In 1964, he wrote “Steranko’s
World of Escapes” for the magician’s journal Genii, which detailed his methodology, became a
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classic resource for his contemporaries and later inspired similar techniques depicted in the
1960s TV show Mission: Impossible. He then shifted his focus to become a highly ranked card
magician and wrote Steranko on Cards, which remains a seminal collector's item. In addition, he
performed for years in nightclubs on a variety of musical instruments including guitar and as a
frontman, performing sometimes as “Johnny Bliss” with his band The Saints and occasionally
with several other jazz and rock bands, opening for acts such as Chubby Checker and Bill Haley
& the Comets. Concurrently with his magic and music careers, Steranko continued to refine his
artistic skills and for much of the sixties he held full-time day jobs at a succession of advertising
agencies.
In 1966, Steranko travelled to New York City to sell some of his ideas for comic books.
Initially rebuffed by his first choices, DC and Marvel Comics, he then sold several properties to
Joe Simon at Harvey Comics, but Simon told Steranko that his skills in writing and drawing
were not yet of professional quality. Simon hired others to make the comics, which were all
cancelled after a few issues. Ralph Bakshi of Paramount Pictures optioned Steranko’s animation
proposal Super Agent X for Saturday morning cartoon development, but by the next year,
Paramount had closed their NY animation production office, leaving his project with Bakshi
undone.1 However, on the same day in 1966 that Steranko sold his idea to Paramount, he
revisited Marvel Comics. Now, hipster editor and copywriter Stan Lee recognized something
special in him and assigned him the "Nick Fury, Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D." strip, which had been
created by the inventive artist Jack Kirby and Lee in order to capitalize on the popular James
Bond 007 and Man from U.N.C.L.E. superspy formulas. After trying the young talent out for a
few issues finishing Kirby's plots and pencils, Lee made a singular arrangement with Steranko.
The artist was given the opportunity to write his own stories and he drew and colored them as
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well. It was an auteuristic approach that was standard for newspaper cartoonists, but rare if not
unheard-of in comic books.
Steranko was not the only artist influenced by noir films and directors, but he succeeded
in translating them visually into the comics form more effectively than most of his
contemporaries. He would adapt and mutate what he had learned from film and from his
commercial art experience to build his visual lexicon. During the cultural upheavals of the 1960s,
Steranko’s work for Marvel Comics became widely considered to be revolutionary. Informed by
his advertising experience, he layered experimental designs and special graphic effects into every
page of S.H.I.E.L.D. Steranko’s comics are infused with a wide range of cognitive and graphic
devices. Some of these are re-conceptualized techniques of graphic design, others reconfigure
elements created by pioneer cartoonists. Many are original, experimental resolutions of
storytelling problems. For example, a metaphoric chess-board panel in his very first solo issue
foreshadows the chess-playing climax of the storyline nine issues later, that climax directly
following a dramatic four-page spread that required the reader to buy two comic books and place
them side-by-side to see it in its entirety (figure 1). Steranko’s temporal experiments extend from
analepsis (flashbacks) to prolepsis (flash-forwards) and include many variations of transitions
and design continuities from one panel to another, one page to another and from elements within
the panels themselves. He used even the white margins at the edges of pages and the space
between panels for narrative purposes, and he used color as an integral part of the whole. As time
went by, his relationship with the company’s production department became contentious as his
graphic experiments made demands on their formulaic practices.
In 1969, Steranko left S.H.I.E.L.D. to produce noted if brief multi-issue runs on both XMen and Captain America and several innovative short stories for anthology titles. However,
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within a year he had abandoned the mainstream comics industry almost completely. He would
return to Marvel briefly in the mid-1970s to do a spate of covers and to edit several issues of an
in-house fanzine for them called FOOM. From the mid- 1970s to the early 1980s only a handful
of early graphic novels were published in America and two of those were by Steranko:
Chandler: Red Tide in 1976 and Outland in 1982. Subsequently, he would never again focus on
comics as his predominant medium. Most of the few comics he created still remain in print,
though, because of public demand. And more; he has long been an inspirational figure for the
American underground, small press and self-published alternative/ literary comics movements
because he is known for having stood his ground for his artistic integrity against the constraints
of corporate assembly-line comics production. In a relatively short span of time, Steranko
implemented a well-informed semiotic approach to commercial comics that has influenced
several generations of creative artists in comics, graphic novels and film. His best work initiated
a self-consciously structuralist sensibility that synthesized relatively sophisticated cinematic
narrative devices and references with applied color theory, psychedelic graphic effects and
photomontages, all in the service of a more hip, witty and reflexive storytelling style than had
been seen before in comic books.
His progressive legacy is seen primarily in those who are influenced by him. Art
Spiegelman’s pre-Maus structuralist work in Arcade displayed a Steranko influence and “TwoFisted Painters: The Matisse Falcon,” his color insert comic in Raw #1 is an homage to
Steranko’s S.H.I.E.L.D. layouts. Steranko is a clear precedent for the experimental page layouts
and book designs of Chris Ware, and Frank Miller’s work has long reflected his inspiration; Sin
City owes its high-contrast visuals to the influence of the drawings in the self-published booklet
for Steranko’s proposed sci-fi series O’Ryann. Other mainstream cartoonists such as Michael
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Golden, Paul Gulacy and Tim Sale have long spoken of their indebtedness to Steranko. As well,
besides the directors of the films that this thesis analyzes, Michael Chabon’s Pulitzer prizewinning book The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay appropriates Steranko’s life and
work for its escape artist/innovative cartoonist protagonist.
However, he is a polemic figure and not all observers appreciate his efforts. In
1970, Steranko did a lengthy interview for Comics Journal founder Gary Groth’s flagship
fanzine Fantastic Fanzine #11, and at that time the artist would often give freely of his
time to create covers and interior artwork for various fanzines, including Groth’s early
publications. However, even though Steranko’s generosity jumpstarted Groth’s career,
and perhaps because of what Groth considers a frustrating later-attempted apprenticeship
with the artist, he gives his mentor’s work a harsh assessment:
Steranko’s work has never transcended the adolescent pulp fiction and thirdrate melodrama that comics have embraced for…years. Steranko was by no
means a seminal thinker. His major contribution to the [comics] medium was
in his selective cannibalism of other artist’s techniques…Nor was Steranko
above borrowing techniques from technically obsessive film directors…
Unless [they] can be used to offer an more penetrating and subtle view of
human problems and joys…[they] will be mere gimmicks which will be used
to slicken adolescent adventure stories (Groth, 29).
This bitter critique dismisses the very real innovations that Steranko created. He did find
it difficult to make comics that had greater literary and social ambitions; it was a
frustration he shared with his contemporaries, because they worked in comics in a time
when there were no viable print venues for more sophisticated creations. Both comics and
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book publishers saw the medium as one which should remain directed to children and
teenagers. In the 1970s, the only adult-oriented alternative to the mainstream superheroes,
tepid war, romance and horror comics and children’s titles were the underground comics
and they based their marketability primarily on the exploitation of drugs and male-centric
sexuality. As well, those artists who worked in mainstream comics for work-for-hire page
rates to provide for their families couldn’t afford to do comics for little or no financial
reward, as was the case with the underground and other alternatives to the mainstream.
They found that their only alternative to the restrictions of comics was to leave the
medium entirely and become freelance illustrators---which was Steranko’s initial
recourse when he left Marvel.
In fact, Steranko soon became a pioneer of self-publishing and alternative comics. After
leaving commercial comics, he moved into the more lucrative area of painting paperback book
covers while he simultaneously formed a self-publishing entity, Supergraphics. It was under this
banner that he released several portfolios of his own work and self-published two volumes of his
History of Comics (these still stand as seminal comic book scholarship). The Block, his 1971
public service comic, was created pro-bono to be distributed free to high school students across
the country; it still stands as the most sensitive and diversity-inclusive portrayal of drug abuse
that has been done in the comics medium. He also wrote, edited, designed and self-published his
tabloid news magazine Comixscene, the early issues of which reprinted The Block and published
his experimental multidirectional-reading graphic story “Frogs”--- but the magazine later
mutated to primarily cover film as Mediascene and eventually became the slick long-running
newsstand magazine Prevue. It was this magazine that would eventually lead him with all of his
skills and restless ambitions into cinematic conceptualizing.
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1. AFI’s Shadow House
The culmination of Steranko’s work at Marvel Comics was “At the Stroke of Midnight”,
which won the comics industry’s Alley award for best short story. It was written, drawn and
colored by the artist to exacting standards and published in 1969 in the premiere issue of Tower
of Shadows. Steranko told me that in this particular story, he wrote each caption and balloon to a
precise measure to fit within his carefully worked-out page designs. However, editor Stan Lee
altered the title from Steranko’s Lovecraftian original (“The Lurking Fear at Shadow House”)
and added a few lines to the dialogue and captions. For Steranko, these apparently arbitrary
changes were “the straw that broke the camel’s back. I said that if (Lee) changed a word, he
could look for another artist to fill my shoes…many of my perfectly justified text lines and
caption and balloon depths were changed, thus corrupting what I believe was a significant step
forward in comic page design” (Romberger, 13). No element in Steranko’s pages is unimportant
or random. As a result of Lee’s intrusion, the frustrated artist quit Marvel Comics.
A few years later in 1973, The American Film Institute produced a short film adaption of
"At the Stroke of Midnight" as Shadow House, directed by Ken Dixon. Reflecting the brevity of
Steranko’s original seven-page comic story, the film is only 11 minutes and 36 seconds long. It
stars two character actors. Playing Lou is John Fiedler, who is known as the voice of Piglet in the
Winnie the Pooh series, for numerous roles on the TV series The Bob Newhart Show, Star Trek
and The Twilight Zone and for his part in the film 12 Angry Men. In the role of Lou’s wife Marie
is the starlet Joanna Phillips, who had previously appeared on episodes of Mannix and The Mod
Squad. The film also features a climactic, albeit brief, appearance by famed horror star John
Carradine, playing Lou’s dead but resurrected uncle. Carradine is perfectly cast, since the actor
looks precisely like the patriarch Steranko drew in his comic.
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Steranko worked on the film hands-on and it remains the film that derives most
completely from his impetus. He is credited for writing the story and for the production design.
Steranko says that he cast Fiedler himself. The film can be seen to be extremely faithful to the
comic, as if Steranko’s pages were in many places used quite literally as a script and as a
storyboard to visually guide the shots and acting, but there are slight discrepancies with the
printed story. These deviations are due to the location’s interior details, which do not match the
ornate architecture of Steranko’s mansion, nor does the house overlook a cliff (things that were
not possible to achieve for a student production with minimal budget).
In fact, aware of the financial constraints, Steranko designed site-specific storyboards for
the production, on boards in pencil and then loosely inked, as is typical of film storyboards. The
film’s production manager David Armstrong confirmed to me that these were done precisely to
accommodate and adapt to specifics of the location used for the shoot. For a conspicuous
example, the staircase in the film is spiral rather than the U-shaped straight stairs of the comic. I
first became aware of Armstrong when the film came up in discussion on the Facebook Steranko
group, and he commented,
I went to Dave Kaler's first Comic Convention [in NYC] in 1965. Steranko had a
table there, selling books. The guy helping him was Ken Dixon. Ken was from
Philadelphia and they had met in Philly bookstores looking for comics. Ken was
about to become a film student at NYU. We became friends and in 1969, he went
to AFI's Center for Advanced Film Studies in Beverly Hills. He asked if I wanted
to work on his first project, which originally was Harlan Ellison's ‘Dogfight on
101.’ Because of economics, the project morphed into Shadow House, based on
Jim's story. Jim agreed and, on one of his trips to LA, he storyboarded the film. In
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addition, we made a large blowup of a photo of John Carradine, which Jim
painted over to be the painting on the wall” (Armstrong, Facebook) (fig. 2).
After reading this, I contacted Armstrong and he elaborated on what he recalled of the
production and crew. He told me that the director Dixon attended NYU film school, and like his
classmate Martin Scorcese and other young filmmakers of that era such as Joe Dante, he had
some involvement with Roger Corman’s New World Pictures. After making Shadow House,
Dixon would go on to direct exploitation films such as the 1987 Slave Girls from Beyond
Infinity, which “was condemned as ‘indecent’ on the floor of the U.S. Senate by North Carolina
Republican Sen. Jesse Helms in 1992” (IMDb.com). According to Armstrong, Dixon more or
less dropped out of sight decades ago. Shadow House had been his American Film Institute
thesis project and as such, it was never actually shown publicly. The highly professional
cinematography of Shadow House is done by David Smith; although available and preserved, its
refined qualities are greatly diminished, if not, as Armstrong believes, “totally lost” in the
deteriorated VHS copy-turned-MP4 that is currently in circulation on the internet. Steranko
himself didn’t see the finished film until relatively recently, when he was shown the same
degraded version that I viewed. Armstrong would go on to work with John Cassavetes, editing
that director’s classic A Woman Under the Influence (1974) and The Killing of a Chinese Bookie
(1976), as well as acting in Underground USA (1980). Eventually, he worked in executive
positions at MGM and at USA and SciFi cable channels.
Armstrong recalled about Shadow House, “The film was shot at the Doheny Mansion where the AFI Center was located before its move to Loyola/Marymount on Western Ave”
(Armstrong, Facebook). He gave a more detailed account of the production to me in a phone
conversation, adding that the location was worth millions of dollars and that for this reason,
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access was closely restricted and there was a guard stationed at the gate, making it difficult for
the small crew to organize the shoot. No one was paid to work on the film. Carradine had
committed pro bono to play the uncle who appears in the final sequence. In the film’s narrative,
as the couple Lou and Marie search the house for their deceased uncle’s hidden treasure, they
open a door which leads to the French Revolution, whereupon the wizened patriarch stands
beside the guillotine to beckon his wayward nephew and his wife to meet their end. To cast the
crowd for this scene, the crew posted a flyer on Hollywood Boulevard to solicit extras for a
crowd, asking for “anyone wants to be in a movie” to assemble at the gate. Of course, this being
Hollywood, a crowd of hundreds formed. However, on the first night, Carradine failed to appear.
On the second night, a crowd of extras gathered yet again, but Carradine was again a no-show.
The crew later found the actor in a bar down the street---he had “lost track of time”----which
apparently led to a rumor that still appears online that he had been drunk on the set. On the third
and final night that the crew had permission to shoot on that location, Carradine showed up, but
this time, no extras appeared and so the crew had to improvise. Lacking a crowd, they just rigged
torches in holders around the platform supporting the guillotine and shot Carradine in a series of
progressively tighter close-up, which approximates the visual effect of Steranko’s original story
(Armstrong) (fig. 3). The scene reflects Steranko’s innovation and even resembles the New
Wave sensibility of Jean-Luc Godard as it moves away from standard close-up, middle-ground
and distant shots to use jump shots, abrupt shifts in spacial relationships that offer a new visual
dynamic.
In 2002 I interviewed Steranko by email about his original story and in our
correspondence, we analyzed specific sequences. For comparison to their counterparts in the
film, here is how we detailed the specific narrative effects he invested in his graphic storytelling
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for page 6 (fig. 4) and I have assembled an equivalent montage of stills from the corresponding
passage in the film (fig. 5):
James: Page 6: Top tier: Panel 1: tilted stress door panel; panel 4: shadow and
blood spatter on door, light. 2nd tier: extremely effective temporal flashback cut
series...unfortunate bad added dialogue by Stan Lee. 3rd tier: animated sequence
to great crescendo of sweaty fear panel.
Jim: Page 6: 2nd tier: Memory/flashback panels created by removing color
(reality) from images (Romberger, 13).
To clarify our mutual descriptive shorthand, on the top tier, the sequence in which Marie cuts her
hand is subtly depicted in two narrow panels, by first showing the couple in silhouette with only
her hand visible via his illuminating hold on the candelabra. This is followed by a panel that
shows only the shadow of her hand over a tiny black blood spatter running down the door. This
panel’s image is lost in the film, because the shot is so dark that the scene depends entirely on
dialogue to communicate the idea that she cut herself. While an earlier flashback scene in the
comic is omitted in the film, the flashback shots on the second tier are translated intact in the
film and they are placed in the narrative as nearly subliminal inserts. These exactly echo the
effect of the sequence in Steranko’s comic. Note also that while the second tier of the comic page
uses black and white to separate the flashbacks from the “present time,” it also presents the final
image on the page in black and white, but there the color drain indicates not flashback, but
shock. And of course, in the film there is no equivalent for where the comic’s shots of Marie in
the second tier are tinged with red and then, as she reveals Lou’s murder of his uncle, move to a
deeper purple.
When Canadian academics Philip Fry and Ted Poulos analyzed Steranko’s work for a
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catalogue to accompany an exhibition of his work at the Winnipeg Art Gallery in 1978 (the only
other academic study of Steranko’s work), they also cited his use of color in this story:
Selective colouring of the individual panels in a sequence can also provide
emphasis and establish continuity between otherwise weakly related images.
Pages five and six of (“At the Stroke of Midnight”) are coloured so that the most
significant features are highlighted. Throughout the story, Lou is dominated by
Marie: the colours used for his face are relatively subdued, but bright red and
magenta are used in the portrayal of Marie’s moody anger (Fry & Poulos, 83).
These sorts of color differentials which are the most conspicuous accomplishment of Steranko’s
original story aren’t present in the film, because it is entirely shot in monochrome. In order to do
justice to the color of the source, the film crew would have needed to contrast a sophisticated and
saturated use of color photography with passages of monochrome. The budget obviously didn’t
exist for color; nor, perhaps, was it even possible to accomplish with generous funding at that
time. What Steranko’s comic most resembles is the hyperstylized intensity of the color in
Guillermo del Toro’s 2015 film Crimson Peak, a film that utilizes the highest state of the art of
color film photography in the early part of the 21st century.
Still, Shadow House faithfully adheres as closely as possible to the spirit of Steranko’s
sequential drawings, which were tailored by the artist in their original black and white form to
resemble highly contrasted film photography. However, what is extremely innovative in the
graphic breakdown of the comic pages, Steranko’s approximation and adaptation of cinematic
devices, seems less innovative when retranslated back into film, however faithfully adapted.
Readers did not see the story in monochrome form and so that did not factor in its Alley Award
and popular status, which is what led to its adaptation to film. And it must be acknowledged that
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retranslated back into a black and white film, while adequately moody, the high-contrast
cinematic look of itself has no feeling of novelty. Without the complexity added by the
accomplished and psychologically acute coloring of the published comic story, the narrative
becomes a clichéd and unfortunately less interesting horror short.
The film exactly emulates the story’s plot, which is primarily driven by the greed and
cruelty of Lou’s wife Marie---- her character pushes her weak husband to take the extreme step
of killing his uncle, and then she goads Lou to search his uncle’s mansion for the unspecified
treasure. She pushes Lou far past the point that he would have given up, which results in their
doom. The trope of the evil female protagonist who leads her weak-willed male mate to their just
desserts is standard horror fare. Steranko claimed H.P. Lovecraft as the major literary influence
on the story and that writer is known for the sexually repressed (and racist) nature of his oeuvre.
“At the Stroke of Midnight” certainly sits well within Lovecraft’s tradition. Thus, no claim to a
progressive narrative can be made for the story content----any innovation in the printed narrative
rests solely with Steranko’s visual presentation. In its exact adherence to the comic story, the
film simply replicates the more conservative and formulaic aspects of its approach; which again,
stripped of the artist’s innovative graphics and color, stands as an average, well-photographed
but derivative horror short. However, all was not lost because the dramatic use of shadow and
silhouette which found their greatest expression in this comic story would not escape the notice
of Francis Ford Coppola, who years later would later hire Steranko to conceive shadows that
move in a way that is uncannily detached from the bodies supposedly causing them in Bram
Stoker’s Dracula.
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2. Alain Resnais’ Délivrez-nous du bien
In the early 1970s, French New Wave director Alain Resnais invited Steranko to
collaborate with him on a feature film. The success of Marvel Comics was well known in the
1960s and various cultural figures appreciated the company’s hip product, which was duly noted
in editor Stan Lee’s promotional “Bullpen Bulletins” pages in the comics. Federico Fellini was
the first European director to visit the Marvel offices when he was in New York City in 1965.
Resnais’ biographer James Monaco cites Lee recalling, “About a year or two later, the girl says,
‘Stan, there’s a mister Resnais to see you.’ Well after Fellini, I figured, it’s possible. So I wasn’t
even surprised. He came in, and he said he’d like to take some photos, and he interviewed me.
Once again, I was so incredibly flattered. I mean, here’s a world-famous director and wants to
interview me! It was a kick” (Monaco, 161). The flamboyant Lee is well-known for taking much
of the credit for the success of Marvel Comics for himself and true to form, he attempted to take
advantage of the interest shown in him by Resnais. Lee went on to work with Resnais on a few
never-finished projects, but the director was not only interested in him, but also in some of
Marvel’s artists, including Steranko.2
In March 1972, Steranko and Resnais were guests together at Cosmicon at Canada's York
University (Steranko did the poster for this convention). But the two men had met in person
earlier. In an interview done in September 1972, but speaking in an unspecified past tense,
Steranko recalled,
I’ve always admired Alain Resnais…One night I was asleep [at] two o’clock in the
morning and…The phone rings and I answer it...and this voice says, “Ees thees Jeem
Steranko? Thees is Alain Resnais. I want to talk with you”…He invited me up to his
place in New York where he was staying----I went up there and we spent the entire time,
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about six hours, talking about my comics. We went through them panel by panel and he
had a question for each panel. “Why did you show this shot from over Fury’s shoulder?”
We discussed a movie project we were going to do, but it never developed. We might still
do it (Graphic Story World, 21).
Here Steranko greatly underplays the extent to which the project occupied Resnais. It wasn’t
until 1978 that the artist revealed the subject of the proposed film:
…French director Alain Resnais, who contacted him to assist on a biography of
the infamous Marquis De Sade, couldn’t get the financial backing. “[Resnais]
wanted to construct the film from De Sade’s warped point-of-view.’ Resnais
would have been the ideal director for Steranko, since both men are fascinated at
the idea of twisting and contorting time. One of Steranko’s tasks was to create a
set involving a 360-degree turn of the camera, in the course of which the set
would age 20 years (Rolfe).
It isn’t surprising that Resnais would think of Steranko as a suitable collaborator for this
particular film, because besides Steranko’s obvious visual and storytelling abilities, his
professional life holds much that is related to sado-masochism: before embarking on his
comics career, he was a famed escape artist who released himself from complex bondage
apparatus and he has subsequently drawn many characters in states of restraint and/or in
otherwise dominant or submissive poses and accoutrements (fig. 6). His inclusion as part
of the creative team for a film about De Sade would therefore seem to be appropriate.
Monaco reveals that the film was to be titled Délivrez-nous du bien, or Deliver
Us from Good, an inversion of the line from the “Lord’s Prayer”; and that Resnais’ script
was written with Richard Seaver, who translated De Sade’s books into English. With
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Seaver, Resnais gestated the idea for the film in the late sixties. It was to be visually
“quite stunning…to do justice to the egregiousness of De Sade’s imagination” (157) and
moreover, innovatively structured in its relationships between sound and image:
…the basic saga of De Sade is communicated through a violent montage of
images taken nonchronologically from the course of his adult life…[and]
tensely opposed to De Sade’s own voice, incessant on the soundtrack,
narrating-pleading, cajoling, explaining, apologizing, ranting, begging,
cursing, fantasizing, rationalizing, soothing, dreaming, and calling us to
heartfelt revolutionary action... (154).
Given Steranko’s interest in the order and patterning of speech and visual representations
of language within a narrative structure (fig. 7), these aspects of Resnais’ concept would
have been very relevant to his methodology. Monaco continues,
…the images…would work dialectically…sometimes reinforcing his
narration, sometimes opposing it…De Sade’s isn’t the only voice we hear;
scenes are played out on occasion between characters in a realistic mode…but
his is the only voice…that has the power to control the image….The other
characters “will have no right to present their side of the story visually. Their
only arm of attack (or defense) is verbal. If this seems one-sided, remember
that De Sade is one and they are many – a whole society” (154-156).
Again, Steranko’s focus on the relationships between text and images would make him an ideal
collaborator for such an unusual mise en scene. As for the structure that is described as
encompassing two decades, it is described somewhat cryptically as “built on wooden
underpinnings; Resnais and Seaver intended occasionally to stage scenes or parts of scenes off
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the realistic sets on these foundations to ‘rupture the historical illusion’” (156). More
specifically, the set would have combined several locations: De Sade was imprisoned in the
Bastille for five years, from 1784 to 1789, when it was demolished. He spent longer in the
asylum at Chareton, in two confinements: from 1789 to 1790 and then from 1803 until his death
in 1814, so that the set would have incorporated both of those locations, as well as a third, De
Sade’s chateau at Lacoste.
Steranko told me that for instance, in the course of a single long tracking-shot
an actor might pass from one section of the huge set representing the asylum to another
section representing the prison and so a considerable span of time would be bridged in a
continuous way, to lend the film a unique temporal distortion. Put this together with
Monaco’s description:
The images of the film operate on several levels: in the past but also in the
present; as objective truth or as distorted truth (that is, as De Sade
imagined something happened or as he would have wanted it to happen);
or as straight fantasy...De Sade’s fantasies, to say nothing of objectively
portrayed episodes from his life, [would] have a noticeable shock
effect…just at the period when film was being expanded into fields or
erotic fantasy and pornographic realism…[the film would close] with a
very long, very slow tracking shot backwards from a closeup of De Sade
motionless in his chair…ancient now, mummylike…as the Voice goes on
reciting the litany of his arrests…[the film is] not about characters, events
and conclusions but about a literary Voice of fearful power. And the
unusual confluence of word and image capture the distinct power of the
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Voice with furious clarity” (159).
Once again, Steranko’s obsession with text/art interaction and speech placement made
him eminently suitable to not only help visualize the dramatic temporal and perceptual
distortions Resnais had in mind, but the film would also have allowed the artist to
incorporate his interest in the erotics of the female form.
Unfortunately, Resnais’ ambitious project faced unsurmountable obstacles.
According to what Steranko told me, the set would have needed to be so huge that
Resnais determined that he would have needed to build it at Elstee Studios in England,
which at that time was the only soundstage large enough to accommodate it. However,
the main problem that Resnais faced, was his failure to secure adequate funding and that
is what ultimately doomed the project. Steranko elaborated on its collapse in 1979:
I designed the sets and did the production design on some of the key scenes.
But…Resnais could never get enough money together to produce the movie.
The last response I received from him was that he had sealed all the material
that he had amassed for the film in a child's coffin. Resnais said he won't open
the coffin until he has those millions in his pocket (The Comic Reader).
Steranko also informed me that he wasn’t paid by Resnais, but did the work on spec. His
contributions were comprised of written conceptual notes and drawings, all of which
Resnais retained, apparently in hopeful anticipation of someday returning to the project.
Steranko says that he continued to hear from Resnais in later years, particularly when he
was publishing Prevue. The last interaction he recalled having with Resnais was when the
New Wave director contacted him with the intent of arranging a meeting with CostaGavras of Z fame, but customs officials detained the Greek/French director at the airport
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and the meeting was cancelled. Resnais died in 2014 and unfortunately, Steranko has no
idea who now has possession of the coffin containing the materials for their never-made
collaboration.

3. George Lucas and Steven Spielberg’s Raiders of the Lost Ark
Arguably the most catalytic venture of Steranko's print career is the
entertainment magazine that he wrote, designed and published through his company
Supergraphics, a magazine that facilitated his career in film conceptualization. He began
publishing Comixscene in 1972 in tabloid newspaper form and the content of this version
of the magazine focused mainly on comic books. He presented interviews with his
contemporary cartoonists and writers, portfolios of unpublished graphics that benefitted
from being printed large on the tabloid pages, and news from the various publishers of
the time. By 1980 the magazine was retitled Mediascene/Prevue and the comics content
was lessened in favor of film and television coverage. Finally, Steranko made a deal with
Hustler magazine’s Larry Flynt for wider newsstand distribution, the title was shortened
to Prevue and its format evolved to a smaller, slick magazine. In this iteration, it dropped
the comics-related content nearly entirely and became overwhelmingly about film and
TV. It featured in-depth articles and interviews with the leading figures of the time, and it
was frequently the first publication to break news about major upcoming Hollywood
features such as Star Wars and Close Encounters of the Third Kind. In this way, it was a
clear precursor to Entertainment Weekly—except that, reflecting the Flynt connection as
well as Steranko’s sensibilities, the advertising and some of the content had a tinge of
porn and bondage. Regardless of this intrusive sleazy aspect, the connections that
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Steranko made as he reported for his magazine on Hollywood projects paid off when
filmmakers that he interviewed and helped promote, such as Steven Spielberg, George
Lucas and Francis Ford Coppola hired him for his considerable visualization skills. The
men now making major Hollywood films had grown up reading Steranko’s comics and
knew him to be an innovative artist and storyteller.3
In 1980, Steranko was hired by producer George Lucas and director Steven
Spielberg to serve as conceptual designer for their feature film Raiders of the Lost Ark.
He was employed to paint production art to set the visual style of the epic and establish
the look of Indiana Jones, who was intended as a composite of the heroes that the
filmmakers and Steranko had mutually idolized in their childhoods. Steranko said in 1979
of the experience of working on Raiders,
I'm currently doing production designing for a movie that George Lucas will
produce and Steven Spielberg will direct. I can say that it WON'T be science
fiction, but otherwise I'm sworn to secrecy. Between the two of them, they know
everything about keeping secrets. I know because I was the one who broke the
Close Encounters...plot. Spielberg was very angry with me. He cut me out of the
magazine editors' screening, but I got in anyway. Since it was a big success, all is
forgiven. I am delighted to work with them; they're very creative people (The
Comic Reader).
It would seem from this quote that Steranko’s journalism had initially caused tension
with Spielberg, but the fact that Lucas valued his artistic skills became the overriding
consideration. Just as they do for hard-and soft-cover books, the illustrations on the
covers of comic books often synthesize into one image a range of complex information
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from the narrative of the pages within. Steranko is in many ways most famous for the
covers for Marvel’s Nick Fury, Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. comics and his runs of paperback
covers for The Shadow and G-8 and his Battle Aces, or at least those have been most
widely seen. The covers enabled him to bring all of his strengths in design to bear in
dynamic but refined single images, rather than on expanded narratives spread over
multiple pages. Resnais, Lucas, Spielberg and eventually Coppola all would use him for
this skillset, although Resnais and Coppola both realized that he had more to offer, but
for Lucas and Spielberg, Steranko’s ability to visualize the most dramatic moments in a
script was exactly what they needed.
Lucas was initially inspired for his Indiana Jones character by a series of
drawings Steranko created in 1975 for Lone Star Fictioneer, a fanzine about the pulp
writer Robert E. Howard, creator of Conan, King Kull, Solomon Kane and other “swordand sorcery” pulp heroes. The drawings depict a well-rendered if rather standard “great
white hunter” figure, who appears in heroic poses and complete with pith helmet, battling
with “orientalist” villains. The first painting Steranko completed at Lucas’s request is a
generalized movie poster-like image that very much resembles the Howard drawings; it is
meant to establish the character’s appearance and overall demeanor (fig. 8). It depicts the
lead character Indiana Jones posing heroically with a coiled whip before a desert
background filled with armed, camel-mounted Arabs and Nazi tanks and other vehicles.
Steranko painted “Indy” wearing a film noir hero’s brimmed felt hat and he was also
instructed to show the character wearing George Lucas’s favorite coat, a WW2 bomber
jacket. The artist claimed that he based his images on actor Humphrey Bogart and the
pulp hero Doc Savage, but in Steranko’s paintings, Indy’s face resembles actor Tom
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Selleck, who auditioned for, and was initially cast in, the role. Selleck had to drop out
after he couldn’t extricate himself from his prior obligations to his TV show Magnum P.I.
The character as conceived and eventually filmed in the person of actor Harrison Ford
embodies the image of the macho colonialist. The other three Steranko paintings depict
scenes that are shown in the final film (fig. 9): the painting of Indiana in the temple with
a cobra in the foreground (occurring around 01:23 in the DVD and lasting for several
minutes), the scene where he fights a Nazi to the death under a plane next to its propeller
(beginning at 01:41), and the scene where he jumps from horseback onto a speeding truck
(precisely at 01:52). The director’s regard for the acuity of Steranko’s instincts for mood
and drama is demonstrated by the fact that the paintings correspond almost exactly to
scenes in the finished movie.
The film became a multiple Oscar-winner and was, at the time, one of the alltime highest grossing movies. However, not everyone celebrated the movie. The inside
cover flap blurb for Peter Biskind’s expose Easy Riders, Raging Bulls boils down the
ambitions of Lucas and Spielberg, and by association their generation of directors, to be
to create “hugely successful films that would create a blockbuster mentality and crush
innovation” (Biskind). If these were their goals, they succeeded beyond their wildest
dreams. As with Lucas’ Star Wars before it, Raiders’ celebration of genre cliché helped
to shift the Hollywood film away from the melancholy liberalism of the 1970s. Pauline
Kael’s review in The New Yorker panned the film thus:
Raiders is a machine-tooled adventure in the pulp-esoterica spirit of Edgar
Rice Burroughs; it appears that Lucas and Spielberg think just like the
marketing division…there’s no exhilaration in this dumb, motor excitement…
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There’s nothing at stake in “Raiders”—no revelation, and no surge of feeling
at the end….What’s at stake is outside the movie: it’s how the picture will do
at box offices worldwide. And maybe the anxiety about grosses is what has
emptied the film of emotion (Kael).
In her critique of the shallowness and empty technical virtuosity of the feature, Kael
doesn’t even approach its racist pandering. Most of the non-white characters throughout
the film, good and bad, are portrayed in an extremely derogatory manner. Indy is
invariably shown as being far more intelligent and courageous than even his black, Arab,
Asian and Spanish-speaking native allies in the “exotic” milieus of the film.
One of the film’s most popular and some say “amusing and enduring”
moments shows a “stereotypical hated Arab” in black robes with a curved sword
challenging Indy, who at first looks as though he will fight the man fairly, but instead
simply draws his pistol and shoots him. The scene famously caused “some American
audiences to react euphorically” (Taylor, 107). Such depictions, coming as they do in a
film that is hugely successful and that was widely seen in the early years of Reagan’s
presidency, show that Americans view Middle Easterners as relatively primitive but
aggressively violent exotics. Robert Phillip Kolker elaborates on the negative intent of
the scene,
The ideological positioning of the viewer is made quite certain. Subjected to
imagined humiliations at the hands of Middle Easterners---figures so outside
known cultural limits that they have only just barely achieved the rank of
stereotype---the audience, having given itself over to the hero, finds it can
now subject the villain to instant, guiltless retribution (267).
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Indiana Jones can shoot a less-well-armed man who challenges him to death, in cold
blood and without remorse---and the American audience laughs and cheers. The movie’s
worldwide dissemination and success presented an unvarnished view of how Americans
see the rest of the world, to that world.
Kolker provides a succinct description of the binary ideologies that define
mainstream America: “…liberalism and conservatism are centered upon the image of the
male individual and his unfettered advancement in a ‘free enterprise’ economy. Both are
anti-collective, anti-female, anti-left, hierarchical, and aggressive” (240). To that, I would
add that the predominant male image is white, but the directors of the films under
examination here also fit Kolker’s damning description that conflates seemingly opposite
political orientations into a patriarchal singularity. Whether they self-identify as liberal or
conservative, Lucas and Spielberg both produce slick but retrograde American cinematic
product that promotes a unified corporate ideology around the world. Having pointed to
the unifying sexism of both camps, Kolker elaborates on one of them:
Conservativism gets tongue-tied as it insists upon unfettered individual
initiative while promoting a protected, elite, patriarchal structure of ownership
and administration. Infiltrating this central contradiction is a discourse of
extraordinary belligerence in which the banalities of free enterprise are recreated into harsh statements of moral and political righteousness,
protectionism…and intolerance (241).
Steranko aligns in many ways with this ethos; a lonely, impoverished childhood made
him self-sufficient; against adversity he found extraordinary outlets for himself: a series
of notable careers as magician, escapist, musician, commercial artist, cartoonist and
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finally, film conceptualist. He embodies the conservative ideal of a self-made man and
his work as a whole celebrates the individual: i.e. the (white, male) hero. His mindset still
sees the sexual revolution of the 1960s as liberating, and it was---for men, more so than
for women. Apparently without considering the ramifications, Steranko deploys
objectified imagery of women and patriarchal colonialist depictions. He is one of those
who decries “political correctness” inasmuch as it interferes with the ways in which he
likes to render certain subjects. Nevertheless, his conservatism is mitigated by his
openness and interest in experimentation: I have personally experienced his thoughtful
appreciation of works that move his preferred art forms forward, even when they do not
align with his values. He provided me with glowing blurbs for two of my books, both
which were concerned not only with LGBT themes, but also with exposing US
government malfeasance on high levels, and he did this without hesitation. Additionally,
I do not consider Steranko to be a racist; his works include such sensitive portrayals as
the believable African-American kids in his moving anti-drug public service comic The
Block and I have witnessed his kindness to his fans of all ages, genders, colors and
creeds. Still, his work also has often referenced the same sorts of retrograde depictions
that Lucas and Spielberg thoughtlessly exploit in Raiders, which is part of why they hired
him in the first place.
Years later, Steven Spielberg flirted with the idea of making a feature film of
“Blackhawk”, the DC Comics aerial war series, and Steranko told me that the director
spoke to him about contributing to the project. The artist went so far as to make some
written notes about ideas for the film, but it never was greenlit to go into pre-production.
However, I should point out that the iconic design of the Blackhawks’ uniforms has
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traditionally resembled that of the always highly groomed and slightly effeminate
fashions of Nazis far more than it does the studied casualness of allied jet fighter pilots,
which may have contributed to the comic books’ eventual cancellation, as well as the
Spielberg proposal’s status as a non-starter, otherwise I might have been discussing here
yet another right-leaning film with Steranko as a contributing party.

4. Bram Stoker’s Dracula and other collaborations with Coppola
In 1975 Steranko covered the production of the second Godfather film in Mediascene
#12, with quotes from director Francis Ford Coppola. However, Steranko says he first met
Coppola in 1983 as the director was “exec-producing Hammett” (Mediascene/Prevue, 18).
Steranko told me that at this time, he also became friends with the actor Fredric Forrest, who
starred in the film and also was featured in Coppola’s Apocalypse Now. Crime author Joe Gores’
novel Hammett had been brought to Coppola by his producer Fred Roos and developed for film
treatment, beginning in 1975. Steranko’s 1976 proto-graphic novel Chandler: Red Tide featured
a foreword by Gores. As with many Coppola productions, the script and production team for
Hammett went through many changes over a period of years; the film was eventually directed by
Wim Wenders and released in 1982 by Coppola’s Zeotrope Studios. But from this tenuous
beginning, Steranko would realize his most rewarding connection to the film industry.

a. Bram Stoker’s Dracula
The film that Steranko has been involved with that has received the most
critical acclaim is Coppola’s multiple Oscar-winning picture Bram Stoker’s Dracula. In
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March 1991, he became “one of the first three creative consultants” engaged for the
production (Tales from the Edge, 20). Steranko qualifies his on-screen credit of “project
conceptualist” as “a title devised to accommodate both literary and visual contributions to
the picture” (Prevue, 5). I should note that the myriad documentary “extras” that detail
the Dracula production on its 2007 “Collector’s edition” DVD do not include any
mention of Steranko---in fact, others are given credit for some of what he says he
initiated. However, objective journalistic articles that describe firsthand Steranko’s
working process with Coppola on other projects support his account of working on
Dracula---and so for the purposes of this thesis, I rely on Steranko’s comments in various
print and online venues and his own extensive concept notes in Prevue, which fit with my
own knowledge of his working model, for my analysis.
Steranko told interviewer Bill Warren that he worked on the production in
several bursts, “for a total of about eight months.” Steranko’s experience on the film with
Coppola remains his most rewarding cinematic collaboration:
It was very much like watching Michelangelo paint, I thought, watching this
great artist put together these scene, work with his actors, work with the
technicians...some of the fondest memories I have of working on the picture is
spending eight hour days with Francis in San Francisco brainstorming
ideas…we’d be going through the script, and I’d say, Francis, what about this
here? And he’d do a take on that and throw it back on me, and I’d do another
version of it, and so forth” (56).
Unlike his determinedly auteur approach to comics, in his film work Steranko has proven
himself to be very open to the idea of collaboration; he is able to subsume his own desires
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in order to serve the team project. He offers his own distinctive sorts of ideas, many of
which are seen in Bram Stoker’s Dracula and in a way that they are still recognizably of
Steranko’s initiation. However, it is also true that a lot of the sequences Steranko worked
on did not make it into the film; for instance, he worked extensively on sequences that
would have been filmed in 3D:
I think (Coppola) wanted to make an experimental film…(but) as months
went by, the studio took over and it became a studio picture instead…I
thought it was a very exciting concept, that there would be particular
sequences that would go into 3D. I proposed modifying five or six scenes,
taking them out of the places where they were originally set, such as the
insane asylum, and combining them in a masked ball sequence. This sequence
almost got done; Francis liked the idea very much” (57).
To align with this concept, plans were made to manufacture masquerade-style masks with
3D viewing lenses for patrons to wear in the theatres equipped to show this version.
Ultimately this idea was scrapped, because according to Steranko: “shooting in 3-D, the
manufacture of masks, the distribution of them to the audience to put on -- that whole
process would have complicated the filmmaking schedule perhaps to the point where it
would have jeopardized [Coppola’s] requirement that he bring the picture in on time and
under budget” (B-Monster Archive). It should be noted that Coppola had dealt with 3D
technology previously on Captain EO, the 17 minute film he directed for Michael
Jackson in 1986, but that much shorter film had benefited from being bankrolled by
Disney and being shown in their state-of-the-art theme parks.
In a long article in his Prevue about the Dracula production, Steranko
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describes in detail how he initially articulated the anachronistic clash of Victorian and
contemporary technology that is seen throughout the film and how he influenced the
narrative thrust of many sequences. He sent Coppola a long concept note that described
Dracula’s blood-soaked origin that strongly influenced the opening passage of the
finished film. Further, Steranko’s drawings provided the initial impetus for the young
warrior Dracula's body armor, although the final version was designed by the late Eiko
Ishioka, who won an Oscar for best costume design for her work on the film. Steranko is
also the source of certain effective visual manipulations that take place in Dracula’s
castle, such as the shadows that move independently of the bodies causing them. The
many passages incorporating written texts which overlap scenes of modes of transit and
portraits of characters were suggested by Steranko. They markedly resemble his own
independent artworks that so often utilize inventive combinations of word and image.
These recall the epistolary montages in his comics and his many graphic designs that
blend typographical elements with representational imagery (see fig. 7).
Additionally, Steranko proposed a specific effect that was realized in the
scene where Dracula confronts Dr. Van Helsing, Harker, Lord Holmwood and their
associates in the room that serves as Mina Harker’s temporary refuge at the asylum. After
being shot by his hunters, the vampire shrinks into a dark corner and when a light is put
on him, he transforms into a man-shaped pile of rats, which then falls apart and swarms
its attackers to escape through a window. In an effort to give Coppola viable alternatives,
Steranko then proceeded to storyboard an elaborate but perhaps more economical
variation of the scene, one that involves the vampire’s cape being sliced by Lord
Holmwood’s sword and falling so the rats are revealed as clustered under the fabric on
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the floor, to then disperse----but it was Steranko’s initial idea of the standing humanoid
rat shape that then collapses that made it into the finished film (fig. 10).
The film’s highly sexualized relationship between Mina and Lucy, their
examination of Victorian pornography together in the form of an illustrated volume of
Arabian Nights and their Sapphic kiss while a thunderstorm rages are all based on
Steranko suggestions. For the role of Lucy, Steranko had recommended porn actress
Traci Lords to Coppola. British actress Sadie Frost was eventually cast by Coppola as
Lucy, but still, her depiction was criticized by James M. Welsh as being that of a “randy
tart” (171). Along those lines, Steranko also persisted in encouraging the amplification
and relatively explicit physical manifestation of the romance between Mina and Dracula
that is predicated on Mina being the semi-cognizant reincarnation of Dracula’s long-dead
wife. I consider the fiercely romantic tone of Coppola’s film to be its most remarkable
and memorable aspect, but it is also the most significant deviation that this production
makes from Stoker’s book, a digression from the source text that has been ascribed by
various critics to be drawn from such later cinematic versions of Dracula as Dan Curtis’s
1974 Dracula TV movie starring Jack Palance. However, I can also point to the same
basic relationship dynamic between a vampire and his reincarnated love being present in
that of Barnabas Collins and Maggie Evans/Josette DuPres Collins in Curtis’ longrunning soap opera Dark Shadows of the same era.
Welsh decries many others of Coppola’s alterations to the source text,
condemning for instance the “allusions to the AIDS dilemma” that sprinkle the
production as “evocative, perhaps in a way, but essentially cheap and sensational” (170).
This dismissal of an apt metaphor added by Coppola and company would seem to be part
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of a generalized avoidance of the topic of AIDS by many popular media observers.
However, Welsh and Jonathan Bignell both hail the scene in which Dracula and Mina
watch a pornographic film together at a cinematograph as an appropriate addition (fig.
11). It was based on yet another Steranko idea, as evidenced by this exchange between
Coppola and the artist:
JS: …By the way, when did film pornography start?
FFC: About ten minutes after the first camera was invented.
JS: There was a place in London called the Hellfire Club where the
decadent rich amused themselves in some very bizarre ways, including
watching live sex shows from private booths. Suppose Dracula took
Mina there, perhaps on a playful dare, to have a quick look at a filmed
peep-show. Maybe he hopes it would arouse her passion.
FFC: It’d be a thrill for a Victorian girl (Prevue, 25).
Steranko misattributes the time when the model of the 18th century Hellfire Club thrived,
but his “filmed peep-show” suggestion was implemented by Coppola and it was
subsequently hailed by critics as one of the more significant and effective passages of the
film. To Bignell, the cinematograph scene becomes “the key moment in Coppola’s
film…which aligns the pleasures of filmgoing with the pleasures of this version of the
Dracula story” (125). This film within a film adds a postmodern reflexivity. Welsh
comments that Coppola had to set his story to a time after Stoker published it, in order to
align it with the advent of cinema. In this and other ways, Welsh says, “Coppola attempts
to show how much of an anachronism Dracula has become in the early twentieth century,
dominated by science and technology rather that religion and superstition” so that he
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“seems not only awkward and out of place but a pathetic misfit” and thus is recreated as a
more sympathetic, romantic character (170). It is more than an attempt, though; Coppola
and the actors who played Dracula (Gary Oldham) and Mina (Winona Ryder) do actually
succeed in creating sympathy for the character of the ancient vampire and along with
some of the inventive visual techniques of the film, the emotionalized depiction of their
romance most distinguishes this movie’s version of the book.
A book of film essays entitled The Dread of Difference presents two
diametrically opposed views regarding Coppola and his team’s revisionist approach to
Stoker’s monster. In the first, Christopher Sharrett posits the heavily erotic overtones of
the film as precisely what delineates its most conservative impulses:
Female sexuality from the film’s outset is unequivocally evil; subordinated in
the hierarchy of evil only to the incarnated Satan who turned his back on the
duties of patriarchal. From the Brides of Dracula (their hypersexualized
characterization is of course by way of Penthouse…) to Mina’s concupiscence
with her long-lost prince, horror is rooted in that which transgresses sexuality
under patriarchy. Dracula’s own “redemption” is a full-blown passion, with
great heaps of Wagner and references to fin-de-siècle art, as the Count recites
Christ’s words on the cross while Mina drives a blade through his
heart….There is little [in other Dracula films]…as hackneyed or reactionary
as this film. And yet the hypermarketing of the movie…affords it, like so
much neoconservative product, a patina of open, spontaneous, progressive
sexual politics (268).
This last jab can describe Steranko’s sensibility. The emphasis on breathless sexuality
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that unquestionably permeates the movie was first formed in the initial brainstorming
sessions that he was part of. Steranko notes, “the repression of sexuality and the
liberation of it, that’s what the story’s really about. It has conflicts on many levels.
Francis realized that’s where the drama could be derived from” (“Jim Steranko: Project
Conceptualist,” 58). But it is doubtful that Coppola would have moved in that direction
on his own, given the much more restrained libido on display in the rest of his oeuvre, if
Steranko had not suggested it and so enthusiastically, as in for example this exchange
from his record of a meeting:
JS: How about a supernatural or erotic climax? Suppose Dracula finds a way
to get Mina away from Van Helsing and the others during the final chase, and
takes her back to the castle. They have one last romantic encounter---with the
brides. The spectacular ending you’re looking for could be a--FCC: Ménage a cinque!
JS: You got it.
FCC: I’d love to direct a scene like that (Prevue, 31).
Sharrett goes on to locate in the movie an “apocalyptic dimension…that has been part
and parcel of American cultural since the Puritans, an ideology preferring total
annihilation (including self-annihilation) to over radical change or even reform” (269).
While this sort of “longing for End Times” is a motivating ideology of America’s
Christian right wing, little did Sharrett know that whatever apocalyptic aspect he
perceived in the film pales in comparison to the fearsome and sexualized crypto-Christian
conflagration that Steranko would have liked to see end the movie. In a memo to
Coppola, Steranko detailed a climax that would have explained how Vlad had become the
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vampire Dracula in a passage to the underworld after his wife’s death:
The darkness fades up into Hell, an endless landscape littered with the waste
of the world….Lines of people snake through the dejecta, waiting to be
defecated or urinated upon, mutilated or decapitated, and even worse. The
voices of screaming babies fill the air…a huge figure rises up behind him. He
turns to meet Mephistopheles. The figure is naked---half-man, halfwoman!...Their genitals are mixed on both sides of the figure…the voice
changes from male to female...Dracula tells Satan that he will trade his soul
for the return of his wife Elizabeta. The devil assents and gives Dracula
eternal life until he finds her---under the condition that he must periodically
drink blood and pass on the souls of his victims. When the pact is completed,
Belial opens its female mouth and vomits a geyser of blood into Dracula’s
face…Dracula dissolves into scarlet ichor, which runs down into a reservoir of
blood. At the devil’s incantation, a shape begins to form, thrusting slowly
upward in the pool’s center: a writhing, slithering mass of entrails. Gradually
it takes the size and shape of a man---Dracula reborn. As he rises to ankle
level, the figure becomes a fountain of blood, scarlet streams spraying from
every orifice. He screams in agony. Cut to: Real time, as Dracula screams in
the ecstasy of sexual climax…Mina administers the knife thrust to free
Dracula forever (the deal with the Devil has been consummated), the castle is
torched and it collapses into the Argus Gorge as dawn breaks. Harker
embraces Mina as her nightmare ends (Prevue, 59).
Of course, ample bloodletting is all over the vampire myth in general, but Steranko’s
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Grand Guignol finish takes things to a whole new level and places the woman as the
prime catalyst of the proceedings. Even in what actually made it onto the screen, such is
still the case, although to a less extreme degree. In another essay in The Dread of
Difference, at the outset, Vera Dika paraphrases Julia Kristeva to apparently align the
film with Sharrett’s view:
For Kristeva, menstrual blood and, by extension, women are seen as abject by
society. The female is associated with filth and defilement, that which must be
cast away from the symbolic system. For this reason, women can become
synonymous with evil…the central women in [Coppola’s] film, Lucy and
Mina, are no longer merely victims. Instead, they are sexually aggressive and
desiring females in a way that has rarely been presented on film before” (391,
393).
Along these lines, in Steranko’s proposed crescendo, it could be said that Dracula himself
becomes feminized as he is afflicted by the hermaphroditic Beelzebub with “the curse”
(i.e. a sort of spiritual menstruation symbolizing the death of his soul), spewing blood
from all over his body, until the scene transfers to the present, whereupon Mina takes on
the masculine role to penetrate his heart. But Dika sees Mina as self-empowered and so
considers hers to be the more progressive depiction:
With only a minor hesitation at first, Mina loves Dracula across the entirety of
the film with a passion and intensity that is meant to transcend even
death…Although she gives herself willingly to the count, she does not do so
in simpering submission (so as to facilitate an act of rape as do the women in
[other Dracula films]), but in the kind of open desire that joins sexual passion
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with love. In fact, she is one of the few females in the history of film to be so
wanton in her sexual display and not to be severely punished for it by the end
of the film (391, 394).
To repeat, the impulse to alter the book’s ending to focus on the doomed romance of
Dracula and Mina, to make Mina the most active party in Dracula’s final destruction, and
in fact the entire super-romantic and overly sexualized tone of the film has its genesis in
Steranko’s ideas, as far as can be determined from the record of the early meetings. So it
can be said that even though a major film like Bram Stoker’s Dracula is a collaborative
group effort, and one that justifiably bears Francis Ford Coppola’s name as the
preeminent creator who takes responsibility for the whole, as “project conceptualist”
Steranko also bears a large degree of responsibility for many overarching ideas that
shaped the film, and these include the conservative aspects of the movie as well as the
progressive depictions. And yet, Coppola seems to soon forget where the ideas came
from. As Steranko’s portion of the process would down, the director told him, “I’m in
agreement with your priorities and ideas, [but] I’m getting ammunition from a lot of
talented people…Right now, I’m trying not to invent, but soon it’ll all be in my lap. Then
I’ll begin transforming the raw material into something that reflects my sensibilities”
(Prevue, 35). In this way, Coppola diminished Steranko’s efforts to a lesser context, but
although the director takes preeminent credit for what he sees as his creative territory,
Steranko imagines scenes that are related to the strengths of comics. Things that can be
drawn can then be realized cinematically. Steranko’s contributions strongly influenced
the final film and Coppola would ask the artist to work with him again on several
projects.
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b. Pinocchio
In 1986, Coppola began formulating a version of Pinocchio as a tragic,
multifaceted epic that would act as a “tribute” to the director’s recently and prematurely
deceased son Gio, as well as referencing World War II. Coppola cited the war
experiences of his friend the rock promotor Bill Graham (who appeared in Apocalypse
Now). As a child, Graham had had to walk from France to Spain with his teacher and his
sisters to escape the Nazis. Coppola told his biographer Michael Schumacher that he
extrapolated aspects of his historically resonant scenario from Graham’s account:
What if this happened, say, not in Germany but today, in Bosnia…[and] all these
kids had was a beat-up copy of Pinocchio, which the teacher read to them when
they were hiding at night? And what if, when the story began, the teacher played
the role of Geppetto, and the little girl who helped him played the fairy in the
story? And what if…they were strafed by planes and the little girl was wounded,
which would explain why the fairy in the Pinocchio story was ill and dying, and
could only be saved if Pinocchio was a good boy? That was my premise. If the
theme of Pinocchio is really about how bad boys grow up to be bad men, then war
and all the devastating things that people do to each other could be cured by
children learning all the lessons that Pinocchio should learn (460).
So Coppola wanted to make a profoundly emotional version of the story, which would
have echoed Walt Disney’s famous 1940 animated feature, but the new Pinocchio would
also implement the most advanced motion picture techniques available at the time and
innovate new ones. The typically forward-looking director wanted Pinocchio to “be the
product of a whole range of the latest (filming) technology, from puppet to live action to
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the computer technology started with Jurassic Park” (460). The project gestated in
Coppola’s mind until 1991, when as Dracula was nearing completion, he began working
on it more earnestly and engaged Steranko to help him envision the production.
As he had done for Dracula, Steranko had meetings with Coppola and his
team and made written notes and drawings for the project. Steranko described for me
drawings he did of a “massive bridge structure which incorporated cubicles along the
side, like an apartment building that was also a bridge.” I asked Steranko what part of the
story of Pinocchio included such a bridge, but he could not answer this question, nor did
he recall Coppola’s intent of blending in aspects of a war narrative. He did confirm that
the production would have incorporated technological innovation and that he would have
been in the thick of the invention. But in the end, Pinocchio was not to be; Coppola
became embroiled in a protracted lawsuit against Warner Brothers, who had breached
agreements with him and released yet another version of Pinocchio, even as Coppola
negotiated with Columbia to make his. The director eventually won his suit to the tune of
$80 million, in what was hailed as a victory in cracking the “development hell” that is a
notorious practice of corporations (482-485). It is unknown if Pinocchio remains on
Coppola’s back burner to be re-initiated at some point in the future.

c. Megalopolis
According to Peter Cowie, Coppola’s Megalopolis first began its long and still
unresolved life “during the latter phase of shooting” Apocalypse Now in 1977. It was to
be Coppola’s “magnum opus…which would be like a gigantic opera, shown over four
nights in some place as close as possible to the geographic center of the United States—
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and people would come from all over, as they do to Bayreuth” (181).4 Schumacher says
that Coppola “devoted the first couple of months of 1983 to working on…Megalopolis,
producing four hundred pages of notes and script fragments in a two-month period.’
(333). Coppola was continually sidetracked by other projects, though he kept returning to
Megalopolis, which has always been presented as a similarly ambitious project to the way
Pinocchio was envisioned: “In January 1989—stating that he still aspired to make a film
‘so big and complicated that it would seem impossible,’ Coppola announced…a movie
[that] ‘would swing from the past to the present, and the images of ancient Rome will
merge and blend with the New York of today” (409-410).
The significant success of Dracula had moved Coppola a long way towards
restoring his finances. Megalopolis was Coppola’s pet project and it gestated over many
years. It came very close to being produced as the millennium turned. In 1999, another
Marvel Comics alumni, writer Ann Nocenti interviewed Coppola for Scenario magazine.
Their discussion touched on Megalopolis:
(Nocenti): What’s your new script about?
(Coppola): …it’s not science-fiction...I’ve taken the characters of the Catiline
Conspiracy5 and set them in modern New York…Ultimately what’s at stake is
the future, because it takes the premise that the future, the shape of things to
come, is being determined today, by the interests that are vying for
control…we already know what happened to Rome. Rome became a fascist
Empire. Is that what we’re going to become?
(Nocenti): And then there’s…the decadent underground culture of old Rome
and New York.
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(Coppola): That’s like…the Clodius gang of these wild young jet-setters just
getting into trouble…Or Wall Street—the guys have suits and they get picked
up in limousines and they’re involved in a hostile takeover, but it’s the same
thing. Rome is here, this is Rome, it’s two thousand years ago (Coppola, 187).
But cities and people evolve and change. Coppola had begun thinking about Megalopolis
as he was finishing up Apocalypse Now. When an idea that formed in the late 1970s
doesn’t begin pre-production until the late 1990s, key elements will have shifted. Nocenti
told me,
One time we walked down Bleecker Street.... [Coppola] was looking for clubs
that felt like the “bacchanal” underground. I kept telling him I was not exactly
“in the know” on that scene...I did later find out there was a rise of private,
invite-only, sex clubs in the 90s, but I didn't know about them at the time. And
they probably weren't the whipping dungeons of the 80s, with the sense of
doomed abandonment bacchanal that would recall Rome on the precipice like
Coppola was most likely looking for…Anyway, we ended up in a loud awful
rap club, gave up, and walked down to Little Italy to his favorite spaghetti
place, where everyone called him “Frankie.”
By 1999, The Anvil, Plato's, all those sorts of wild, sleazy orgy and S&M clubs were
long gone---the decadence that Coppola wanted to see in order to more fully imagine his
metaphoric, sybaritic Rome/NYC fusion simply didn’t exist anymore.
Still, a few years later, Megalopolis was in full pre-production and at that
point, Coppola brought Steranko on board. An unflattering profile of Coppola in the UK
paper The Telegraph describes a 2001 meeting between Coppola, Steranko and
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production designer Dean Tavoularis in Coppola’s Greenwich Village apartment.
Steranko told me that in fact, the described meeting took place quite far along into their
collaborative process. In the printed article, Steranko is uncharitably described as “an
artist who, with his tightly belted white raincoat, aviator shades and white bouffant hair,
has about him the air of a gay serial killer” (Jenkins). Coppola is no less disparaged by
the reporter, who refers to the director as a man with a “generous stomach” who “waddles
across his cramped Greenwich Village apartment.” But the described conceptual
conference certainly buttresses Steranko’s account of the nature of the conferences he had
with Coppola & co. for Dracula:
“I call it futurist,” the 61-year-old producer/director tells his colleagues, in a
soft voice that carries with it something of the nagging, slightly irritated tones
of a Woody Allen. “Futurist in the sense of Marinetti, the Chrysler Building,
power-not Gotham in the sense of Batman, but more elegant”…he wants his
characters to be in contemporary clothes but “more neatly dressed, like
Thirties Paris, film noir, deco.” “How about Cataline’s military look?” asks
Steranko. “He doesn’t have a military look,” says Coppola, “he [sic] dressed
beautifully. Like…like, what’s that German guy?” Albert Speer? “No,” says
Coppola, “though he was always elegant. No, that Bauhaus guy-Gropius.” As
Coppola disappears into another room to kick off his shoes, Steranko starts to
describe his louche version of a gladiatorial contest: a “wrestlemania” fashion
show, trapeze artists, Catiline gazing down in a long cloak-“I was going to put
lions in.” “Why not?” calls Coppola, approvingly.
After going quite far with such brainstorming, Coppola and his team were in New York
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City actually scouting for locations----at the very moment that the terror attacks of 9/11
occurred. This disaster effectively and perhaps finally closed off a film which by that
time had evolved to explicate the rebuilding of Manhattan after a major cataclysm, to
make the desired melding of Rome and New York.
At a New York City comic convention, Steranko showed me several of the
concept artworks that he did for Coppola's project. They were expansive, elaborate and
carefully rendered pencil or charcoal halftone architectural drawings of huge buildings
and urban plazas that appeared to mix ancient Roman, art deco and speculative sci-fi
stylizations. In his early years Steranko had expressed a desire to become an architect and
as well, he has long been particularly interested in the Art Deco period of the 1920s and
30s, as most obviously reflected in his drawings for his seminal private detective graphic
novel Chandler. If Megalopolis had come to fruition, Coppola would have given him an
opportunity to see his designs along those lines built and filmed. In their blend of
antiquity, modern and sci-fi motifs, the main idea of the project resembles the revelatory
vision that permeates Philip K. Dick's final series of books: "If you superimposed the past
(ancient Rome) over the present (California in the twentieth century) and superimposed
the far future world...over that, you got the Empire, the Black Iron Prison, as the supra- or
trans-temporal constant" (Valis, 54). In fact, the concepts are so similar and given the
contemporaneous timeframe, it is hard not to wonder if Coppola had read Dick’s Valis
trilogy and absorbed and reconfigured the ideas for his own purposes.
Coppola appears to have largely retired now, but given his penchant for
gestating projects for many years, one might expect Megalopolis to still emerge
sometime in the future. For his part, Steranko didn’t know if Coppola was still
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considering it. When I asked Nocenti if she thought that Coppola might return to the idea,
she replied, “He'd have to sharpen and shorten in. It's a great idea with even more
relevance today as we stand at a new precipice with the idiot "royal family" in charge.” In
2013, Steranko said that he has been involved in two other unnamed projects with
Coppola, but he says that he cannot talk about any of these as-yet unproduced films
because he signed “a non-disclosure agreement” with the director (@iamsteranko, 24 Jul
2013). The most recent interaction that Steranko could tell me about regarding Coppola is
that the director asked him to guest-design an issue of Zoetrope: All-Story, the newsstand
literary magazine that Coppola founded in 1997. This would surely have been another
impressive feather of prestige in Steranko’s cap, but unfortunately, he had other prior
commitments at that time and so he passed on the opportunity.

Conclusion
Steranko was profoundly affected greatly by cinema and in particular film noir, which
influenced his comics, which have in turn influenced several generations of modern directors
who reference comics. This thesis has demonstrated that Steranko’s ability to make quicklyrendered drawings that articulate complex action sequences and establish mood in storyboard
form and to make paintings that compress and synthesize the style and mood of a script into
single images make his art amenable to film work. His hiring by world-class directors also is
based on, and so reflects, his familiarity with well-trodden genre depictions, some of which are
problematic. Indeed, the very qualities that restrict him also advance him. This thesis doesn’t
cover everything about Steranko’s career, for instance I don’t focus on Steranko’s early escape
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magic career that informed his penchant for drawing bondage scenes. Nor was I able to interview
any of the directors involved in his films; they self-protectively set a great many obstacles
between themselves and the public.
Steranko’s personality as reflected both in his comics and in his film work is
contradictory---modern and progressive in some ways, but conservative in others. This thesis has
demonstrated that in the decades since he did his most famous work in comics, it is in film where
his major efforts have gone, for better or worse. I discussed how several unfinished movie
projects that Steranko worked on with Resnais and Coppola hold clues to the artist’s conceptual
practice and decision-making process. When the film projects have actually been completed,
Steranko’s inventive visual sensibilities have been used by directors to their advantage. His work
for Raiders of the Lost Ark established the character of Indiana Jones and set the tone of the film,
but it also buttressed the orientalist racism that helped make it a hit during the conservative
Reagan years. The many ideas Steranko generated for Bram Stoker’s Dracula led to some of the
film’s most critically celebrated passages. His advocacy for the film’s modernity, romanticism
and hyper-sexuality contributed greatly to the film’s popular success, but the sexualized aspects
of the film have also been justly criticized. Notwithstanding, his progressive aesthetic continues
to counterbalance his conservativism.
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Endnotes
Steranko told me that besides that he reported on some of Ralph Bakshi’s later feature
animation films like Fritz the Cat and Coonskin for Mediascene/Prevue, the ambitious and
street-tough but erratic Bakshi also contacted him at some point to work on an “urban/noir” film
he was planning ---Steranko went so far as to make written notes towards this idea, but a film
never materialized.

1

Sean Howe tells of Federico Fellini's 1965 visit to the Marvel Comics offices, which was only
one part of publisher Martin Goodman’s widely varied magazine output that also encompassed
low-grade romance, crime, humor and men’s adventure pulps and sleazy erotica:
…in New York to promote Juliet of the Spirits, (Fellini) swept into 625 Madison Avenue
to meet Stan Lee. Men magazine editor Mel Shestack scoffed that Lee didn't even know
who Fellini was; years later, Shestack insisted that the director quickly lost interest in Lee
and cottoned instead to the more colorful magazine editors, who were themselves like
“living comic books" (61).
This can be supported by the fact that at that time, Marvel publisher Martin Goodman also
printed magazines that were made up of photographs with overlaid word balloons, a format that
was then also popular in Italy in a serial narrative form called fumetti, a publishing industry that
had employed Fellini in his youth and that was the subject of his early feature film The White
Sheik. However, Fellini’s interest in the regular comic book format was genuine; in 1970 he
wrote the introduction to Steranko's first History of Comics volume at the artist’s request and
years later, the director would collaborate with artist Milo Manara on the 1990 graphic novel
Trip To Tulim.
Alain Resnais was the next major European director to show an interest in Marvel. Howe
relates that in 1969, Lee "recorded" a conversation with Resnais, in which he told the director
that he wanted to write movies. When Resnais asked Lee about the inclusion of Marvel's coauthor artists like Jack Kirby and John Buscema, Lee said he wanted to "take them with me"
(104). This may have been less about generously sharing opportunity than basely self-serving,
however: Marvel’s artists famously conceived or co-plotted the company’s stories in an unusual
process called the “Marvel Method.” Marvel’s artists drew complete narratives, sometimes based
on sparing plot outlines that they hatched in conversations with Lee, but as often invented by the
artists entirely on their own and explicated in copious notes that the artists wrote in the borders
of their page layouts, which would then be expanded on by Lee, who subsequently took full
writer’s pay and credit for an act of overwriting or copywriting. In other words, Lee needed his
artists in order to “write” anything. Regardless, when Hollywood eventually embraced Marvel's
properties, no significant effort was made to include artists in the deals or even to protect their
interests; they remain disenfranchised from rights of co-authorship and make no royalties from
films that make billions of dollars for the company.
James Monaco documents Lee’s efforts in the early 1970s on two film projects with
Resnais, a B-movie homage “The Monster Maker” and a sci-fi romance “The Inmates;” his book
includes excerpts from Lee’s script drafts. In spite of this, Steranko told me that he doubts that
Resnais ever seriously considered doing a film with Lee, saying, “Lee knows nothing about film,
or writing for film.” Instead, Steranko says Lee offered him “The Inmates”, but wanted it to be
what would now be called a graphic novel. However, at that time there were few graphic novels,
and Marvel was not geared to printing or distributing such a project, so it never approached
2
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production. Perhaps after the collapse of his film proposal with Resnais, Lee tried to reconfigure
“The Inmates” to be a collaboration with Steranko, without sharing information about the
material’s origin with the artist.
Roughly concurrent with his work for Lucas and Spielberg on Raiders of the Lost Ark, in 1980
Steranko returned to the comics medium to do a full-color adaptation of Peter Hyams’ sci-fi
feature film Outland, a high-profile project which was serialized in the slick newsstand comics
anthology title Heavy Metal over the course of six monthly issues in 1981-82. Steranko did his
usual auteur effort, handling the story, art, color and lettering solo; and his innovative page
designs boil down the complexities of a murder mystery that takes place aboard a space station
orbiting Jupiter’s moon Io to a series of expansive double page spreads that incorporate
elaborately-rendered futuristic architecture with lettering, both incidental (i.e. background
signage and digital readouts) and narrative (captions and balloons), in unusual ways. Surely any
film directors reading this (and the then-popular Heavy Metal boasted a diverse readership in
media arts) would have realized that Steranko’s skills could just as easily be used for cinematic
process.
3

Coppola refers to Bayreuth, a town in Germany that is world-famous for its annual festival,
which features performances of Richard Wagner’s operas at the Bayreuth Festspielhaus, a
concert hall that the composer designed to debut his Der Ring des Nibelungen and Parsifal.

4

The second Catilinarian conspiracy was a plot, devised by Cataline with the help of a group of
aristocrats and disaffected veterans, to overthrow the Roman Republic in 63 BC. Cicero exposed
the plot, which forced Catiline to flee from Rome.

5
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